




























IEEE Spark Challenge: Smart Vehicles 

Think you know IEEE Spark? Test your knowledge of engineering, computing 
and technology with the IEEE Spark Challenge!  

1) Driverless vehicles are also known as:
a. autocratic vehicles
b. autarchic vehicles
c. independent vehicles
d. autonomous vehicles

2) Smart vehicles cannot have accidents.
a. true
b. false

3) Which is not one of the anticipated benefits of driverless cars?
a. lower bandwidth usage
b. lower oil consumption
c. lower non-alcohol-related accidents
d. greater mobility for the disabled

4) IEEE predicts that what percentage of vehicles will be driverless by 2040?
a. 100%
b. 25%
c. 50%
d. 75%

5) Smart cars will employ which of the following technologies?
a. quasar
b. sonar
c. lidar
d. pulsar

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S._Scott_Crump


6) In the 1980’s which university developed a functioning semi-autonomous vehicle?
a. Nanyang Technological University
b. Technion-Israel Institute of Technology
c. Carnegie Mellon
d. École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

7) Which company offered the first car that could parallel park itself?
a. Lexus
b. BMW
c. Toyota
d. Ford

8) Which of the following is the name of a fictional autonomous vehicle?
a. Dudu
b. KITT
c. Batmobile
d. Christine
e. All of the above

9) Google’s driverless car has which of the following?
a. steering wheel
b. seat belts
c. gas pedal
d. brake pedal
e. none of the above

10) Lidar combines which of the following two technologies?
a. light and sonar
b. lasers and radar
c. Lithium and data
d. LED and radio



IEEE Spark Challenge: Smart Vehicles 
Answer Key 

Think you know IEEE Spark? Test your knowledge of engineering, computing 
and technology with the IEEE Spark Challenge!  

1) Driverless vehicles are also known as:
a. autocratic vehicles
b. autarchic vehicles
c. independent vehicles
d. autonomous vehicles

2) Smart vehicles cannot have accidents.
a. true
b. false

3) Which is not one of the anticipated benefits of driverless cars?
a. lower bandwidth usage
b. lower oil consumption
c. lower non-alcohol-related accidents
d. greater mobility for the disabled

4) IEEE predicts that what percentage of vehicles will be driverless by 2040?
a. 100%
b. 25%
c. 50%
d. 75%

5) Smart cars will employ which of the following technologies?
a. quasar
b. sonar
c. lidar
d. pulsar

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S._Scott_Crump


6) In the 1980’s which university developed a functioning semi-autonomous vehicle?
a. Nanyang Technological University
b. Technion-Israel Institute of Technology
c. Carnegie Mellon
d. École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

7) Which company offered the first car that could parallel park itself?
a. Lexus
b. BMW
c. Toyota
d. Ford

8) Which of the following is the name of a fictional autonomous vehicle?
a. Dudu
b. KITT
c. Batmobile
d. Christine
e. All of the above

9) Google’s driverless car has which of the following?
a. steering wheel
b. seat belts
c. gas pedal
d. brake pedal
e. none of the above

10) Lidar combines which of the following two technologies?
a. light and sonar
b. lasers and radar
c. Lithium and data
d. LED and radio
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